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 Teaching wisdom is a kind of comprehensive competency of individual teachers in teaching practice, based on their own perception of teaching 

phenomenon and teaching theory, to have deep insight, sharp wit, efficient and convenient response to teaching situations, and to generate a realm 

of integration, symbiosis, freedom and beauty. 

 As a high-level comprehensive competency system of teachers, teaching wisdom mainly includes teaching design ability, teaching content 

presentation ability, communication ability with students, teaching method selection and application ability, teaching process organization and 

management ability, information technology application ability, teaching according to material ability, emergency response ability and so on. 

 INTRODUCTION 
 INTRODUCTION 

What are the connotation, performance and characteristics of mathematics teaching wisdom? 

Two expression forms of mathematics teaching wisdom 

Characteristics of mathematics teaching wisdom 
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Design wisdom 

Design can be regarded as a kind of “teaching” behavior. This kind of 

teaching is carried out by the teacher to the imagined students. The 

teaching goal is established after a series of “teaching activities” in the 

mind of the teacher, which will be adjusted repeatedly. Design wisdom 

exists statically in teaching plans, courseware, learning lists, teaching 

aids, learning aids, classroom scenes etc.  

Adjustment wit  

Adjustment wit presents in two ways: one is to act according to 

circumstances, the other is to be good at acting. The “opportunity” in 

teaching can be understood as the tiny things hidden in teaching 

activities, which have a key impact on the direction of teaching activities. 

 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Mathematical knowledge from textbook

Preset mathematical knowledge easy for students to learn

Students actually accept the mathematical knowledge

The first 
transformation

The second 
transformation

Teaching imagined students

Teaching design wisdom

Teaching real students

On-site adjustment wit

 More interestingness in design. In the introduction of learning content, teachers with teaching wisdom often create interesting situations to 

stimulate students’ enthusiasm for participation. Storytelling and situational knowledge are important embodiment of primary school mathematics 

teachers’ teaching wisdom.  

 Timely adjustment in teaching. Primary school students’ mathematics learning has just started, so they just have a little accumulation of 

mathematical knowledge, and the level of mathematical thinking is not high. Their thinking is mostly related to life experience, and they are often 

unrestrained and unrestrained. The answers are various, and middle school students may only say it is a “circle” or “zero”.  

 Appropriate help in guidance. The speed of knowledge teaching in primary school mathematics should not be too fast. We should develop the 

quality of thinking and cultivate the interest in learning while strengthening the double bases. Teachers should be good at squatting down, looking at 

mathematics learning from the perspective of primary school students and putting themselves in their shoes. 

 Formal actions and languages in organizing. In the classroom regulation, primary school (especially the lower grade) teachers often pay 

attention to some formal actions and language. For example, in the face of classroom chaos, teachers will use rhythmic clapping to make the 

classroom be quiet.  


